I am against the proposal. Having such a facility is to be
applauded, but not so close to residential areas.
An industrial refinery running 24/7 near a community is
unacceptable.
• The sound levels carry at night wherein I already

have a disability and am sound sensitive.
• Outsourcing quality control of inputs is indefensible.
The operator needs to control the inputs to ensure
there are no smell issues especially when so close by
community areas.
• Residents will be able to smell emissions from the
site, with only 170 tonnes out of 200 being able to
be converted into fuel. We put up with the occasional
smells from the Mugga Lane Tip but at least that is
Govt monitored and I can, and have, pursued smell
complaints and its been effectively managed. I don’t
have the same confidence, access nor recourse to a
private operator. Again the residential non converted
product that isn’t converted into fuel will see the
smell ending up coming up the kilometre or so where
we live.
• I thought that was why Fyshwick was created for
light industrial and Hume for light commercial.
Why is it that residents have to analyse, digest and
respond to complex environmental reports that may or
may not impact us. I would have thought our Govt would
be there to protect us, and would be there to help assess
these things, and determine the impact on residential rate
payers, rather than be an enabling body for processing
applications.
I can see our local MLA for Brindabella Andrew Wall has
been involved, which is great, but I can also see what

appears to be verballing of his response (Canberra Times
30 Sep 16) ie., that differs from what he believed he said.
Talk about confusion, how can we believe the proponent
based on this alone?
Has any one asked the new (approved) Solar Farm on the
other side of the road (that will help us get to 100%
Green Energy by 2020), and what impact it will have on
those acres and acres of panels they are still putting up.
In this case the Govt has a direct interest in the outcome,
has the owning Dept had an input into the environment
impact of this proposal? That is, does the left hand know
what the right hand’s decisions and impacts are?
Yes its in an industrial park but we never for a moment
envisaged the Govt would allow this type of industry. I
recommend the Govt refund the purchase price and help
the proponent select an area that is more appropriate as
occurred with the Gas Turbine Plant.
Thanks to the Environment and Planning Directorate, and
Canberra Times reporting, in approving and enabling
(respectively) this extension. It was needed.
PS I’m not a nimby in this matter, maybe I am, but merely
believe we need to be cautious with the assessment and
get the support we need from Govt to better inform
residential ratepayers of the accuracy of the alleged
statements claimed by the proponent.

